
ART TATUM

Arthur Tatum Jr was an American jazz pianist. Tatum grew up in Toledo, Ohio, where he began playing professionally
and had his own radio program.

Another legend tells of a Harlem keyboard joust where Tatum bested an imperious Bud Powell by using his
left hand to play everything Bud was playing on his right, immediately after Bud had played it. Of note was
Tatum's double-time stride playing, where his left hand alternated between playing bass notes or tenth
intervals and mid-range chords at high speed, a device he used in showcase recordings like "I Wish I Were
Twins", "The Shout", and "Elegy". He's a good guy to play for any musician, you know. Count Basie called
him the eighth wonder of the world. Tatum identified Waller as his main influence, but according to pianist
Teddy Wilson and saxophonist Eddie Barefield, "Art Tatum's favorite jazz piano player was Earl Hines.
Tatum appeared on Steve Allen's Tonight Show in the early s, and on other television shows from this era. If
the Tatums came to Toledo in search of employment, there is evidence that African Americans in Toledo had
a small advantage. He's the guy I put on when I want to feel really small. Tatum made me play jazz. In the late
s, he returned to play and record in Los Angeles and New York. Charlie Parker who helped develop bebop
was highly influenced by Tatum. But what also emerges is Tatum's effervescence, his joy, and his humor.
They produced social institutions early, helping with the transitioning of newly arrived African Americans.
Tatum's repertoire mainly consisted of music from the Great American Songbookâ€”Tin Pan Alley, Broadway
and other popular music of the s, s and s. His premature death from uremia has not resulted in any loss of
fame, for Art Tatum's recordings still have the ability to scare modern pianists. Abrams, Incorporated, New
York Copyright  Dates Arthur Tatum Jr. Guys like Coleman Hawkins and Tatum recognized that they were
the source of a lot of this new music. Overnight, I decided to go and play jazz because it was too beautiful not
to touch this music and play it. Besides which, there are just too many examples, many more than anybody has
noticed. Critic Scott Yanow wrote, "Tatum's quick reflexes and boundless imagination kept his improvisations
filled with fresh and sometimes futuristic ideas that put him way ahead of his contemporaries. He would just
play for hours after he finished work. Lester interviewed many of Tatum's contemporaries for the book and
drew from many articles published about him. Tatum recorded exclusively with the trio for almost two years. I
could add dozens more â€” in fact, I have about 30 more examples in my notes, easily enough for another
Tatum post in the future. Jazz critic Leonard Feather called Tatum "the greatest soloist in jazz history,
regardless of instrument. I mean, what could I add? There was too much going onâ€”both hands were
impossible to believe. The only explanation is that he was in fact an avant-gardist who kept his
experimentation under wraps most of the time â€” but not nearly as often as people assume. Tatum did not
indulge in theatrical physical or facial expression. Generally playing at mezzoforte volume, he employed the
entire keyboard from deep bass tones to sonorous mid-register chords to sparkling upper register runs. Art
Tatum died of uremic poisoning in at the age of 47 but his playing is still the subject of awe among pianists
worldwide. His level of energy and livelihood at 93 are something I wish to anyone and everyone. Although
he led a popular trio with guitarist Tiny Grimes later Everett Barksdale and bassist Slam Stewart in the
mid-'40s, Tatum spent most of his life as a solo pianist who could always scare the competition. Parker once
said, "I wish I could play like Tatum's right hand! His intricate and technically dazzling improvisational
flourishes helped to define the very core of the bebop lexicon, with fleet-fingered runs and adventurous
improvisations. Toledo had already questioned the notion of segregated schools by  Guy Mintus who amazed
us last year did again. Stanley described the scene as, "Tatum played so brilliantly and so much He gave me
The Shout, by Art Tatum. The second half of the evening featured Mintus with an array of local artists in
various media. There are a lot of great musicians who are living, and should be played, but still, people today
are not exposed to him enough. In fact, he was using harmonic concepts that bebop players adapted years later.


